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You can also enter the symptoms and remedies into an rx and can also schedule patient visits. You
may also get reports with pictures and add external links to the patient document which is located
on the system after every treatment. Additionally, my repertory data is very useful for future
reference as well. A well equipped homeopathic software which enables you to place detailed and
complete reports with pictures on many patients with ease. Pros : Radar is a homeopathic software
which will go a long way in reducing the chances of missing out on a proper prescription due to the
fact that there is ample help present here.Also, my repertory data and notes are properly formatted
and hence you will not have any issues in keeping a tab on what you did. Moreover, this software
facilitates effective patient management and scheduling of appointments with ease. This is an
impressive homeopathic software because it helps enormously in creating a standard and detailed
workup. Additionally, you can easily click through the entire patient record in a quick and efficient
manner. You can then easily analyze the report thoroughly and get the real picture of the patient by
allowing you to preview the report. Pros :The homeopathic software is a tasking and efficient feature
to help the homeopathic practitioners create detailed and complete medical reports on many
patients. You can easily browse through the entire patient record in a speedy manner and then
analyze the report thoroughly and get the real picture of the patient. Pros : Radar is an efficient and
comprehensive homeopathic software which helps to resolve the issue of missing out on the proper
prescription due to the fact that there is ample help present here. Additionally, my repertory data
and notes are properly formatted and hence you will not have any issues in keeping a tab on what
you did. Moreover, this software facilitates effective patient management and scheduling of
appointments with ease.
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